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TENSION
Definition : When a BAD 
THING is going to happen or 
can happen.

There are 3 types of tension:

1. SURPRISE TENSION : when both the 
reader and the protagonist are NOT aware 
of the BAD THING until the last moment. 
This is also called sudden shock, plot twist, 
or coupe de theatre. If the BAD THING has 
been previously hinted, foreshadowed, or 
set up, this is called UNVEILING or 
PAYBACK. When the narration is 
interrupted or its focus is changed to other 
scenes right after the BAD THING happens 
this is called CLIFFHANGER SURPRISE. If 
the protagonist becomes aware too late, 
long after the BAD THING happened, this 
is called DELAYED SURPRISE.

THRILL LEVEL: Surprise Tension is a 
LOW thrilling type of tension because its 
duration is very short. (Best Example: Tv 
Series Lost).

2. PINCH TENSION : when both the 
reader and the protagonist are aware of 
the BAD THING that is going to happen or 
can happen. If the Pinch Tension is not 
resolved when the narration is interrupted 
or its focus is changed to other scenes 
before the BAD THING happens, this is 
called CLIFFHANGER PINCH. When the 
BAD THING is unavoidable this is called 
IMPENDING DOOM. If the protagonist or 
the antagonist is avoiding confrontation 
and are trying to flee, this is called CHASE 
TENSION. If there is a countdown of any 
sort (i.e. clock, timer, meters, depth, 
bullets, matches, candles, people, oxygen 
level...) this is called COUNTDOWN PINCH.

THRILL LEVEL: Pinch Tension is a 
MEDIUM thrilling type of tension.  (Best 
Example: Sergio Leone Western movies).

3. SUSPENSE TENSION : when the 
reader is aware of the BAD THING that is 
going to happen or can happen, but the 
protagonist is NOT until the last moment. If 
the Suspence Tension is not resolved when 
the narration is interrupted or its focus is 
changed to other scenes before the BAD 
THING happens, this is called 
CLIFFHANGER SUSPENSE. If the 
protagonist becomes aware too late, long 
after the BAD THING happened to him, this 
is called EXTENDED SUSPENSE.

THRILL LEVEL: Suspense Tension is a 
HIGH thrilling type of tension.  (Best 
Example: any Alfred Hitchcock thriller).

Definition: A BAD THING is 
usually something that the 
protagonist fears (or fears for 
someone he cares about).

A BAD THING can be one of 
the following four types:

1. MATERIAL   (i.e. physical harm, losing 
something important, being ambushed and 
defeated, being entrapped, being ensnared, 
being besieged, being kidnapped, falling victim 
to an assassin lurking in the shadows, being 
robbed, being taken hostage, being mobbed/
abused/bullied, being conned, being subdued, 
becoming ill, being drugged, becoming poor, 
being molested/defiled/disgraced, having a 
miscarriage, being in pain, being tortured, 
being captured and imprisoned or sold as a 
slave, being shackled by social burdens, class 
differences, traditions, family feud, etc.)

2. PERSONAL (i.e. losing someone, losing a 
good family, suffering from a bad family, 
failing to protect something or someone, 
divorcing from someone, breaking a 
relationship, fulfilling an evil prophecy, letting 
something bad happen to someone you care 
about, involuntary hurting someone you care 
for, failing a task/job/duty, breaking a 
promise, failing an exam, breaching a 
contract, losing a battle, losing a bet, being 
fired, going bankrupt, getting arrested, 
becoming a debt slave, getting blackmailed, 
being repudiated/expelled, not being able to 
avert a war, being able to save a damsel in 
distress, not being able to stop the abuse of 
power, failing to bring peace, failing to fulfill 
his dream, not being able to save people from a 
disaster, not being able to defuse a bomb or 
avert a danger, being discredited/condemned/ 
demoted, being sold out, being persecuted/
exploited/oppressed/subjugated/ 
discriminated, etc.)

3. PSYCHOLOGICAL  (i.e. being embarrassed/
humiliated, facing a trauma, facing a feared 
place, thing or person, facing his own anxiety/
phobia/panic/paranoia/obsession/guilt, failing 
to convince someone of our idea, seeing his 
beliefs being trampled on, being rejected/
failing to seduce someone he likes, being 
unable to meet/see/communicate with 
someone he loves, not being acknowledged by 
someone he loves/admires/depends from, 
demonstrating ingratitude toward a 
benefactor, losing status, being defamed, 
falling to the dark side, becoming evil, seeing 
someone he cares being wronged, betraying 
the trust of others, betraying an idea he 
believes in, betraying his religion/
indoctrination/norms/taboos, betraying one's 
conscience, being sentenced as guilty, being 
exposed, being hated, being dishonored/
shamed/shunned/denigrated/dissed/hazed, 
being trampled on/trashed/ ditched, being 
traumatized, feeling guilt and regret because 
not having done something, being scolded or 
reproached, exposing his weaknesses, being a 
bad father/ husband/mother/wife/son/
daughter, fall victim to vice, not resisting 
temptations, being bewitched, being 
mesmerized, forgetting something important, 
being misunderstood, being bullied/mobbed/
abused/bossed around/henpecked/
downtrodden/tyrannized, being beguiled/
taken advantage of/sandbagged/checkmated/
sidestepped/chicaned, being fooled/clowned/
dallied/toyed with/tricked/fiddled/messed 
with, etc.)

4. INFORMATIONAL (i.e. a secret being 
revealed, being framed, letting out sensible or 
private informations, missing an important 
clue or information, losing a precious 
document/key/information, having a secret 
identity exposed, being discovered while 
spying/infiltrating/sabotaging, being 
discovered entering or staying in a restricted 
area, an embarrassing news becoming public, 
a secret plan being discovered, losing the 
path/trail/route, a lack of requirements or 
skills or knowledge being revealed, not 
listening to a lecture or being unprepared and 
being exposed, pretend to be someone else and 
being unmasked, getting his own deeds and 
accomplishments manipulated and erased by 
the villain, losing to the villain cheating, 
pretend to be unaffected by something and 
being outed, being caught disclosing/stealing/
spreading classified informations or 
slandering someone, pretend to possess 
something or to possess certain attributes and 
being caught out, revealing your true strength 
too early, getting your bluff exposed, alerting 
the enemy, being exposed while lying/
cheating/infiltrating, being discovered while 
breaking a law or while doing something 
embarrassing/ immoral/evil or talking to 
someone you are not supposed to, falling into a 
delusion, unintentionally disclosing an 
unrequited/forbidden/illegitimate love or a 
taboo/illicit/ improper/impure/seditious/
traitorous thought, losing proofs of shady/
illegal/fraudulent activities of an enemy or of 
a culprit, revealing something that would 
allow an enemy to flee or dodge punishment, 
saying something that can ruin an event/
marriage/ ceremony/party, unintentionally 
imparting the wrong target to a military/
police/ mercenary force, unintentionally 
betraying/exposing a friend, being defeated by 
the enemy secret trump card, getting defeated 
by a villain using one of the stratagems from 
the Thirty-Six Stratagems book, etc.)

How to cause Tension:

1. Directly : the appearance of a hostile 
enemy (i.e. a lion) or a hostile element (i.e. 
a storm) is enough to make the probability 
of a BAD THING happening higher (i.e. 
being devoured by the lion; being drowned 
in the storm).

2. Indirectly : no explicit cause of danger 
is present, but the place (i.e. a dark forest) 
or the situation (i.e. an interview with an 
African warlord) is risky. They elicit fears 
or are suggestive of BAD THINGs to happen 
(i.e. the protagonist may be suddenly 
attacked by a creature of the forest; if the 
African warlord finds some questions 
offensive ha may just kill the journalist).

3. Involuntary/Accidental : the 
appearance of someone (i.e. wife returning 
home) or something (i.e. mislabeled letter) 
that is not hostile per se, but that can 
involuntary or accidentally cause a BAD 
THING to happen (i.e. the hidden identity 
of the husband as a spy may be exposed by 
the unexpected return of the wife; If 
discovered, the falling of the letter with the 
secret message in the hands of the wrong 
person may cause him to become a target 
of a secret terrorist organization).

4. Destined/Prophesied : when a BAD 
THING is bound to happen anyway. For 
example death, the coronation of a new 
king, the coming of winter, the decaying of 
radioactive elements, an airplane running 
out of fuel and being forced to land sooner 
or later. Or, alternatively, a BAD THING 
that is bound to happen because of a 'curse' 
or because a 'prophecy' predicted it. For 
example: the Second coming of the 
Messiah, the prophecy of Jeremiah that 
the Babylonian captivity would end in 70 
years, the Apocalypse, Ragnarok, the 
Rapture, the oracle of Delphi prophecy 
about the Persian army burning Athens, 
the Cumae Sybil prophecy about the New 
World Order, the abbot Joachim of Fiore 
prophecy about the coming 'age of the 
spirit', the Star Wars prophecy about 
Anakin Skywalker bringing balance to the 
Force, the Macbeth three witches prophecy 
about the marching trees, the 
Nostradamus prophecies, the Terminator 
prophecy about the birth of Skynet, the 
coming of 'The One' in The Matrix, the 
Maya prophecy about the end of time, the 
prophecy that 'an eternal winter is coming' 
about the night king army invasion in 
Game of Thrones, etc. Any kind of 
predestined bad event is bound to cause or 
increase Tension.

How to end the Tension:

1. Resolve the Tension with prevention. 
The protagonist is able to prevent the BAD 
THING from happening.

2. Resolve the Tension with reversal. 
The protagonist is unable to prevent the 
BAD THING from happening, but when it 
happens, we discover that it is entirely 
different from what we were expecting, 
and the BAD THING turns out to be a GOOD 
THING.

3. Resolve the Tension with flight. The 
protagonist flees or avoids the BAD THING.

4. Resolve the Tension with fight. The 
protagonist meets the BAD THING head-on 
and fights until he defeats it, OR the 
protagonist is defeated, and the BAD 
THING happens.

5. Resolve the Tension with disastrous 
defeat. The protagonist fights the BAD 
THING, but he is defeated, and the BAD 
THING causes a disaster that changes both 
the world and the protagonist.

6. Resolve the Tension with heroic 
sacrifice. The protagonist fights the BAD 
THING to allow the other people to escape 
danger and save themselves, sacrificing 
himself. He is defeated, but his sacrifice is 
worthy.

7. Resolve the Tension with deus-ex 
machina. The protagonist fights the BAD 
THING and he is defeated, but at the last 
moment a savior/cavalry/higher power/
hidden hand appears and defeats the BAD 
THING.

8. Resolve the Tension with delayed 
vengeance. The protagonist is not aware 
that the BAD THING happened until a long 
time after the event. When he discovers 
the truth, he wants to take vengeance. The 
more time passed, the more he suffered the 
consequences of the BAD THING while 
being unaware of the truth, and the 
greater his desire for vengeance will be. In 
case the protagonist was always aware but 
just didn't want or can't take his vengeance 
until he is ready/stronger/more powerful, 
this is called MONTECRISTO RESOLUTION.

RISING TENSION

Definition : You get rising tension when 
multiple elements of tension appear at the 
same time, and when at any given time the 
elements of tension that are resolved are 
always less than the elements of tension 
that are added.

Will adding an element of Tension to the 
story keeps the reader's interest always 
high?
Unfortunately not. After a while, if you 
don't resolve the tension, the reader gets 
used to it and it won't affect his interest 
anymore.
So adding a single element of Tension is 
not a magic spell. But, surprisingly, adding 
multiple elements of tension, one on top of 
the other, works! This technique is called 
'Rising Tension' or 'Escalating 
Complications'. And it works like a charm.

A Rising Tension Graph works a little like 
Tetris. Each new TE (Tension Element) 
falls from above and should always occupy 
the lowest available space.  Each 
Horizontal bar represents an Element of 
Tension (or Anticipation). The start and 
the end of each bar mark the time for the 
beginning and the resolution of each 
element, respectively. The "RISING 
TENSION" and "FALLING TENSION" in the 
storyline are caused by the progressive 
accumulation of Tension/Anticipation 
Elements, and the progressive Resolution 
of the same elements. Each Element bar is 
marked with T followed by the Tension 
Element number (i.e. T01,T02,T03..). Each 
element bar must be added in the lowest 
vertical available position at the time of its 
beginning. A Rising Tension Graph looks 
like this:

A classic example of rising 
tension is the first episode of 
24:

12:02 TE1 (FEAR: Attempt on Senator David 
Palmer's life being successful)

12:03 TE2 (FEAR: Jack Bauer's daughter 
relationship with her mother being ruined by 
her parents separation)

12:05 TE3 (FEAR: Jack Bauer's daughter 
being abuseddruggedhurt after she sneaks out 
of the house)

12:07 TE4 (FEAR: Tony Almeida and Nina 
having an hard time because of Jack Bauer 
bad mood)

12:16 TE5 (FEAR: Jack Bauer failing to repair 
his marriage)

12:20 TE6 (FEAR: Someone inside CTU being 
a spy and helps in David Palmer's life attempt)

12:25 TE7 (FEAR: Nina being offended 
because she is kept out of the loop by Jack 
Bauer)

12:26 TE8 (FEAR: Jack Bauer's daughter 
being a drug addict)

12:28 TE9 (FEAR: Jack Bauer's daughter lie 
about the death of his father being exposed by 
Rick)

12:30 TE10 (FEAR: George Mason withholding 
informations because he thinks that Senator 
Palmer will shut down the CTU once elected)

12:38 TE11 (FEAR: Tony Almeida jealousy of 
Nina and Jack past relationship causing 
conflict and jeopardizing the investigation)

12:40 TE12 (FEAR: Jamey Farrell exposing 
Jack Bauer for hacking a private mobile phone 
without a warrant)

12:49 TE13 (FEAR: Unless Tony finds 
something concrete on Mason, Jack Bauer can 
end in jail) [Resolved at 12:57]

12:50 TE14 (FEAR: Janet exposing Jack 
Bauer's daughter lie about the death of his 
father)

12:55 TE15 (FEAR: Mandy killing Senator 
Palmer's photographer Belkin and replacing 
him with a killer)

12:57 TE16 (FEAR: Jack being exposed for 
leaving CTU secretly after asking Nina to 
cover for him)

12:59 TE17 (FEAR: Dan kidnapping and 
drugging Jack Bauer's' daughter)

ANTICIPATION
Definition: When a GOOD 
THING is going to happen or 
can happen.

There are 3 types of 
anticipation:

1. SURPRISE ANTICIPATION : when 
both the reader and the protagonist are 
NOT aware of the GOOD THING until the 
last second. This is also called sudden 
shock, plot twist, or coupe de theatre. If the 
GOOD THING has been previously hinted, 
foreshadowed, or set up, this is called 
PAYOFF. When the narration is interrupted 
or its focus is changed to other scenes right 
after the GOOD THING happens this is 
called CLIFFHANGER SURPRISE. If the 
protagonist becomes aware too late, long 
after the GOOD THING happened to him, 
this is called DELAYED SURPRISE.

THRILL LEVEL: Surprise Anticipation is 
a LOW thrilling type of anticipation 
because its duration is very short.

2. RISING ANTICIPATION : when both 
the reader and the protagonist are aware 
of the GOOD THING that is going to happen 
or can happen. If the protagonist or the 
antagonist are avoiding confrontation and 
are running toward the same target to get 
there first, this is called CHASE 
ANTICIPATION.

THRILL LEVEL: Rising Anticipation is a 
MEDIUM thrilling type of anticipation.

3. SUSPENSE ANTICIPATION : when the 
reader is aware of the GOOD THING that is 
going to happen or can happen, but the 
protagonist is NOT until the last moment. If 
the protagonist becomes aware too late, 
long after the GOOD THING happened to 
him, this is called EXTENDED SUSPENSE.

THRILL LEVEL: Suspence Anticipation is 
a HIGH thrilling type of anticipation.

Definition: A GOOD THING is 
usually something that the 
protagonist desires (or wishes 
for someone he cares about).

A GOOD THING can be one of 
the following 4 types:

1. MATERIAL (i.e. physical pleasure, 
enjoying sex, gaining money or something 
important, finding a treasure map, finding a 
treasure, winning a prize, subdue one's 
enemies, finding his own soulmate/wife/
mistress/lover/gigolò/harem, becoming 
famous, becoming stronger, live longer, 
recover from a disease, becoming rich, giving 
birth to children, eating and drinking things 
he likes, watching or playing sports he likes, 
traveling and enjoying beautiful things, being 
freed from any shackles, prisons, social 
burdens, traditions, family feud, etc.)

2. PERSONAL (i.e. having fun, gaining a 
friend, marrying a girlfriend/boyfriend, 
getting a loving family, being able to help his 
own family, bringing happiness to his loved 
ones, protect something or someone 
important for him, succeed in a task/job/duty, 
being able to keep a promise, fulfilling a 
contract, winning a battle, bringing peace, 
finding a cure for a disease, stopping racism/
discrimination/classism/nepotism, stopping 
abuse of power, save a damsel in distress, 
defeating an enemy, winning a bet, being 
hired, passing an exam, having success in 
business/career/study/research/sport, 
improving skills or strength, fulfilling his own 
dreams, stop the villains from doing evil, 
carrying out a vengeance, payoff debts, 
getting paid, obtaining resources, stopping an 
evil plan of the villains, rallying all good 
people against an evil scheme or a villain, 
expose a culprit, expose mobbing/bulling/
abuse, defusing a bomb or averting a danger, 
save people from a disaster, restore confidence 
in others, giving others hope, relationships or 
inside informations that puts him ahead of 
competitors, being accepted/promoted/ 
awarded, being praised/appreciated/admired/
trusted/followed, gaining power and status, 
doing or creating beautiful things that people 
love, stopping himself or others from being 
persecuted/exploited/oppressed/
discriminated/subjugated, being respected/
aided/supported/honored/served/treated 
fairly, etc.)

3. PSYCHOLOGICAL (i.e. being esteemed/
recognized/admired, overcoming a trauma/
fear/anxiety/obsession/phobia/paranoia/guilt, 
breaking free from his indoctrination/taboos/
cultural norms/social stigma/dogmas, 
convincing someone of our idea, seducing 
someone he likes, helping someone he likes, 
being able to meet/see/communicate with 
someone he loves, being acknowledged by 
someone he loves/admires/depends from, 
being able to repay gratitude toward a 
benefactor, gaining status, gaining the trust of 
others, successfully defending an idea he 
believes in, spreading an idea he believes in, 
stopping someone he cares for from being 
wronged, exposing a evil framing scheme, 
successfully act according to one's conscience, 
being able to repaying kindness by ten times, 
being able to show respect and consideration 
toward the elders and the seniors, being 
appreciated for his trustworthiness/
reliability/dedication/frankness/fortitude, 
being acknowledged by his own father/
teacher/master, being freed of wrong 
accusations/defamation, forgiving himself for 
an error made in the past, expose a crime, 
being loved/admired/appreciated/acclaimed/ 
highly regarded/recognized, being awarded/
celebrated/favored/cherished/rewarded, 
getting over a trauma or a fear, fulfilling a 
wish, doing something he regretted not having 
done before, being praised or desired, showing 
his own strengths, being a good father/
husband/mother/wife/son/daughter, not 
falling into vice, not falling to the dark side, 
overcoming his urges/violent insticts, resist 
evil/temptations, being able to forgive, being 
understood, being sympathized with, gaining a 
good reputation that allows him to being 
followed and listened to by many people, 
proving that his judgement was impartial and 
fair, proving to possess courage and bravery, 
proving to be smarter than his competitors, 
proving to be more virtuous than his 
competitors, being able to unmask the 
foolishness and the errors of his competitors, 
being able to confront a villain without fear or 
regrets, showing his loved ones his tenacity/
determination/will to sacrifice himself for 
them, proving his indomitable spirit/
collectedness/integrity/levelheadedness in 
every situation, proving to be able to retain 
judgment/presence of mind/ dependability/
initiative even under pressure, proving to be 
prepared/confident/ authoritative in his area 
of competence, proving to be unwavering/
strong/ uncompromising/unrelenting against 
villains but at the same time sensible/kind/ 
tolerating/considerate/caring/reliable toward 
his loved ones, showing the weak and the 
needy an empathetic/compassionate/modest/
gentle/benevolent/merciful nature, etc.)

4. INFORMATIONAL (i.e. a secret being 
kept, not letting out sensible or private 
informations, finding an important clue or 
information, retrieving a precious document/ 
key/information, having a secret identity 
preserved, bringing to light an important 
truth or criminal plan hidden by the villains, 
bringing the villains to justice, freeing 
someone or himself from a delusion, making 
his skills/competences/talents recognized/ 
acknowledged by others, listening to a lecture 
and being prepared during a school 
interrogation/exam, disclosing a concealed 
truth about a villain, stopping the unjust 
defamation/slandering against someone, 
revealing to possess certain good qualities and 
skills, using private informations to blackmail 
a villain and stop his evil plan, using secret 
informations to win a court trial against a 
villain, revealing secret informations to 
derail/bring down an evil conspiracy, 
revealing his true strength at the right time, 
getting someone bluff exposed, exposing a 
villain lying/cheating, exposing a villain while 
breaking a law or while doing something 
embarrassing/immoral/evil, disclosing 
perverted/immoral thoughts/plans/schemes 
of a villain about some girl or boy, finding 
proofs of shady/illegal/fraudulent activities of 
an enemy or of a culprit, revealing something 
that would allow an enemy plan to be stopped 
and receive punishment, preparing a beautiful 
surprise for an event/marriage/ceremony/
party, discovering and imparting the right 
target to a military/police/mercenary force, 
faking/revealing his own status/identity to 
protect a friend from being exposed/
unmasked/caught, using surveillance skills to 
arrive in a place just in time to save a friend, 
implementing long prepared secret plan to 
take down an enemy, using a secret trump 
card to defeat the enemy, baiting the enemy to 
make him falling into his trap, disguise oneself 
as a pig to catch a tiger, implementing 
successfully one of the stratagems from the 
Thirty-Six Stratagems book, etc.)

How to cause Anticipation:

1. Directly : the appearance of a thing 
desired by the character or very good for 
him (i.e. a treasure chest, a timely news) 
or of a person (i.e. a beautiful lady, an 
helper, etc.) is enough to make the 
probability of a GOOD THING happening 
higher (i.e. getting the treasure; seducing 
the lady).

2. Indirectly : no explicit cause of 
anticipation is present, but the place or the 
situation are favorable, they require the 
use of the protagonist skills (i.e. a casino 
when the protagonist’s skill is gambling) or 
are suggestive of good things to happen 
(i.e. the lady happens to be alone on a 
romantic beach at sunset and the 
protagonist aim is to seduce the lady).

3. Involuntary/Accidental : the 
appearance of someone (i.e. policeman) or 
something (i.e. a magpie stealing a silver 
key from the librarian's pocket) that is not 
favorable per se, but that can involuntary 
or accidentally cause a GOOD THING to 
happen (i.e. a policeman scares the 
kidnappers and the protagonist is finally 
able to flee; the protagonist gets the silver 
key hidden by the magpie and enters the 
long dreamed forbidden section of the 
library).

How to end the Anticipation:

1. Resolve the Anticipation with 
prevention. The antagonist is able to 
prevent the GOOD THING from happening.

2. Resolve the Anticipation with 
reversal. The antagonist is unable to 
prevent the GOOD THING from happening, 
but when it happens it is revealed as a 
completely different thing from what we 
were expecting, and the GOOD THING 
turns out to be a BAD THING.

3. Resolve the Anticipation with flight. 
The antagonist flees or avoids the GOOD 
THING from affecting him.

4. Resolve the Anticipation with fight. 
The antagonist fights against the GOOD 
THING and he defeats/stops it OR he is 
defeated and the GOOD THING happens.

5. Resolve the Anticipation with 
disastrous defeat (aka The Joker 
Resolution). The antagonist fights the 
GOOD THING but he is defeated and the 
GOOD THING causes a disaster for himself 
that changes both the world and the 
antagonist (i.e. To avoid being caught by 
Batman the thief Jack Napier falls into the 
industrial vat of chemicals, his face is 
burned by acid and he becomes The 
Joker).

6. Resolve the Anticipation with evil 
sacrifice (aka The Terrorist Resolution). 
The antagonist fights the GOOD THING and 
to prevent the other people to escape 
danger and save themselves, he sacrifices 
himself to bring down all the people with 
him. He is defeated but his sacrifice causes 
a calamity. The protagonist can still try to 
stop the calamity, ending to one of the 
Tension Resolutions.

7. Resolve the Anticipation with deus-ex 
machina. The antagonist fights the GOOD 
THING and defeats it, but at the last 
moment, a savior/cavalry/higher power/
hidden hand appears and lets the GOOD 
THING happen anyway.

8. Resolve the Anticipation with delayed 
gratitude. The protagonist is not aware 
that the GOOD THING happened until a 
long time after the event. When he 
discovers the truth, he is being grateful. If 
a benefactor is responsible, he wants to 
repay him. The more time passed, the 
more time he enjoyed the consequences of 
the GOOD THING while being unaware of 
the truth, and the greater his gratitude 
will be. In case the protagonist was always 
aware but just didn't want or can't repay 
his benefactor until he is ready/stronger/
more powerful, this is called 
MONTECRISTO RESOLUTION.

INNER 
CONFLICT
Definition : We have an Inner 
Conflict when a character has 
many elements of tension and/or 
anticipation to resolve at the 
same time, but they are mutually 
exclusive and he can only choose 
one.

There are 4 types of INNER 
CONFLICT:

1. MANIFEST INNER CONFLICT : when 
the character is aware of his inner conflict, 
and so are the people around him. (i.e. The 
character is conflicted between going to 
catch a once-in-a-lifetime job opportunity 
that can help his relatives get out of 
poverty and debts or going to save a girl 
from a villain.). Any Manifest Inner 
Conflict can be further built up by adding 
an element of 'EXTERNAL PRESSURE' (i.e. 
social pressure, cultural norms, friend's 
expectations, public image to preserve) 
that pushes the character toward one or 
the other choice.

2. SECRET INNER CONFLICT : when the 
character is aware of his inner conflict, but 
he keeps his inner conflict hidden from 
other people around him (i.e. The 
character is blackmailed by a villain and 
forced to do something bad and he is 
conflicted between (a) hurting someone he 
loves to avoid letting the villain make 
embarrassing secrets from his past public, 
or (b) refusing to comply with the villain 
and sacrificing his reputation to save the 
person he loves, even if he knows that the 
person will hate him after knowing his 
secret past.)

3. UNCONSCIOUS INNER CONFLICT : 
when the character is not conscious of his 
inner conflict, he acts and feels strange all 
the time but he realizes it only at the last 
moment or even too late. (i.e. The 
character is not aware of having fallen in 
love with someone, and he helps that 
person to meet a partner and even 
organize the marriage to repay a favor and 
to show his goodwill to that person's family, 
but at the last moment he realizes that he 
doesn't want that person to marry anyone 
else but him)

4. POTENTIAL INNER CONFLICT : when 
the character is not aware of the conflict 
but the reader is. This creates SUSPENSE 
because the reader is aware that if the 
character knew the true situation he would 
certainly feel conflicted, mad, pained, or 
would panic. The situation unknown to the 
character can be any combination of 
Tension Elements and Anticipation 
Elements, with their existence or their 
mutual exclusivity hidden from the 
character in turn (i.e. that a certain BAD 
THING can happen while he is busy 
stopping another BAD THING, or that 
avoiding a BAD THING will stop a GOOD 
THING to happen, or that he cannot stop 
both BAD THINGs to happen but only one, 
or that there is another BAD THING that is 
gonna happen but he is only aware of the 
first, or that getting a GOOD THING will 
prevent him to get the other GOOD THING 
and he must choose, etc. )

How to Create an Inner 
Conflict : You need to create two 
Tension/Anticipation Elements 
that the character must resolve 
at the same time. Notice that the 
tension/anticipation elements 
can be already present at any 
time, still giving the reader a 
thrill.

You Create a proper Inner 
Conflict only when:

(A) The character is suddenly forced 
to face the two Tension/Anticipation 
Elements before the SAME 
DEADLINE (sometimes called 'Inner 
Conflict Precipitation')

(B) When a character is not able to 
resolve both Tension/Anticipation 
Elements (simultaneously or not) 
because THEIR RESOLUTIONS ARE 
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE (sometimes 
called 'Dilemma')

(C) When both conditions (A) and 
(B) occur (sometimes called 
'Crisis')

How to end an Inner Conflict?

DEFINITION : "An Inner Conflict is 
resolved when the character makes a clear 
choice, or when one of the two Tension/
Anticipation Elements is resolved."

USAGE : The Inner conflict is the 
most powerful narrative device 
to keep the interest of the reader 
high, and it should be planned 
wisely. Multiple simultaneous or 
intertwined inner conflicts can be 
detrimental to the reader's 
interest level.

ONE-SCENE/ONE-INNER-CONFLICT 
RULE : In every scene, every important 
character must have not more and not less 
than ONE unresolved inner conflict." This 
means that, for each character, you can 
have many Tension and Anticipation 
elements at the same time, but only TWO of 
them can be in need to be resolved at the 
same time, and/or be mutually exclusive.

Can you make an Inner Conflict 
a choice between MORE than 
two Tension/ Anticipation 
Elements?

RULE OF THUMB : "You can make an 
Inner Conflict with more than two choices, 
but it is rarely useful, since the thrill level 
doesn't add up, but it gets diluted instead."

EXAMPLE OF INNER CONFLICT

Character A is fighting over a million-
dollar prize against others. Character A 
also cares about character C. But character 
A can’t get what he wants without affecting 
character B which will, in turn, affect 
character C.

• "A wants to win the prize" = the 
ANTICIPATION A1 is the YEARNING / 
HOPE / WISH / DESIRE for some GOOD 
THING that A wants to happen (or that the 
reader wishes for A)

• "A can't get what he wants without 
affecting B which will, in turn, affect C" = 
the TENSION T1 is the FEAR that A getting 
such GOOD THING will indirectly affect C 
via character B will cause a BAD THING to 
happen to C, a BAD THING that C doesn't 
want to happen (or that the reader fears 
will happen to C).

A1 and T1 are mutually exclusives 
Tension/Anticipation Elements, because:

• A1 = ReaderCharacter A YEARNS FOR/
WANTS a GOOD THING to Happen to A ( = 
GT)

• T1 = ReaderCharacter A FEARS/
DOESN'T WANT a BAD THING to happen to 
C ( = Not BT )

But the GOOD THING happening to A will 
cause the BAD THING to happen to C:

• GT => BT

and you cannot have both A1 and T1 
resolved positively:

• A1 & T1 => GT & Not BT

but

• GT => BT

so

• GT & Not BT => BT & Not BT

which is always False because BT cannot 
be true and false at the same time.
Since A1 and T1 are mutually exclusive, 
this raises an INNER CONFLICT in the 
character A, so he must choose between:

• (a) Letting the GOOD THING happen but 
letting C suffer the BAD THING

• (b) NOT letting the GOOD THING happen 
but protecting C from the BAD THING

This INNER CONFLICT of Character A is 
what the reader empathizes with, and this 
causes the thrill to rise and the attention 
to remain high until it is resolved.
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For each Tension Element you should print and 
compile one TENSION ELEMENT CARD like this one:
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